
A Proven Leader.

For over 80 years, John Zink Hamworthy 
Combustion has been a pioneer in the combustion 
industry.  And with over 60 years of experience 
in flare systems, we can bring refinery—proven 
technology to the oil & gas production market.  No 
other supplier can offer this level of experience with 
proven results.

You can count on our engineers to develop a 
custom solution for your needs with a focus on 
safety, reliability, easy operation, and optimum 
performance.  And with our extensive local 
manufacturing resource network, you can count on 
us to meet your delivery requirements, even for the 
most remote sites.

Customized Production Flares

World—class engineering and reliable technology 
is more affordable than you think.

Off–the–shelf solutions aren’t the best choice for most flaring 

applications.  For optimum performance, you need a flare designed 

for your specific site.

 + Only John Zink Hamworthy Combustion offers engineered—

solutions for your application using proven John Zink designs.

 + Our proprietary design tools ensure rapid response to inquiries.

 + Field—proven flare technology delivers reliable performance and 

peace of mind.

The True Cost of Reliability

We’ve designed and installed some of the largest flare systems 

in the world.  As a result, you may think your system — or your 

budget — isn’t large enough.  But the truth is, these same proven 

technologies can be put to use in production flares just like yours, 

saving time and money.  That means you can get the performance 

benefits of a flare system custom—engineered to your specific 

application, designed by world—class experts with unequaled 

knowledge and experience.  All for less than you think.

In fact, the more important question is: what is the cost of an 

unreliable system?  Can you afford downtime?  Do you really want 

to invest in performance that’s less–than–promised?

Let us prove our reliability to you with quality that’s on—time 

and on—budget.

Midstream & Upstream for Onshore Production



At John Zink Hamworthy Combustion, we understand that continuous innovation is critical to 
helping our customers operate safer and more economically while meeting current air quality 
regulations.  That’s one reason research, development and testing are at the core of every 
product we manufacture.

Our three research and development test centers make up the largest and most advanced testing 
complex in the industry.  These exclusive resources allow us to push innovation and gain expertise 
while measuring performance in a near full-scale setting, replicating real-world conditions.
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Design and Engineering
 + Flare technology / designs

 + Available flare types

 + Open and enclosed flares for high—pressure and low—
pressure designs

 + Assisted flares

 + Pressure assist

 + Air assist

 + Gas assist

 + Unassisted flares

 + High— and low—pressure combined flare designs

 + Flare Structures

 + Self—supported

 + Guy—supported

 + Portable designs

 + Flare Ignition

 + Hurricane wind / rain—rated pilots

 + Automatic ignition and re—ignition systems

 + Multiple ignition methods

 + Multiple flame detection methods

 + Proven reliability

 + Optional equipment

 + PLC—based control systems

 + Ladders and platforms

 + Retractable pilots

 + Pilot fuel supply pipe train

 + Solar panel and battery

Project Execution
 + Dedicated project management

 + Every project has a dedicated project manager to 
ensure on—time delivery and conformance to project 
requirements.

 + Quality control

 + Thorough quality control inspections ensure fabrication 
meets rigorous requirements.

Sales and Service
 + Proven quality

 + Meeting the demanding requirements of all the major 
petrochemical and refining companies globally for 
decades has resulted in a culture of quality at John Zink 
Hamworthy Combustion.

 + The same quality standards are adapted to production 
flares.

 + Service and support

 + Regional customer service engineers

 + Start—up, commissioning, and troubleshooting support

 + Spare parts

 + 24—hour parts and service hot line

Tulsa, OK


